
SAO PAULO CITY TOURS AND EXCLUSIVE EXPERIENCES 
 
 

 

Options with 4, 6 and 8 hours 

 
4-hour tour option: 
 
A tour along São Paulo's most representative sights. It begins with the presentation of the Ibirapuera Park, 
the main green area of the city, where we showcase the historical importance of the Obelisk of São Paulo 
and Monumento às Bandeiras (Monument to the Flags), and several art-woks made by Oscar Niemeyer, 
such as the Museum of Contemporary Art (MAC) and the Oca. The route follows through the chic streets 
of the Jardins neighborhood, highlighting the 
architectural design of the Unique Hotel and the 
Church of Nossa Senhora do Brasil, until reaching 
the Vila Madalena neighborhood.  There, we will 
find the unusual and colorful Batman Alley, with its 
graffiti-covered murals.  We then cross the famous 
Paulista Avenue to see the imposing Copan and 
Italia buildings, the Anhangabaú Valley, the Teatro 
Municipal (Municipal Theatre), the Páteo do Colégio 
(place where the city was founded), the São Bento 
Monastery and the magnificent Metropolitan 
Cathedral located at Praça da Sé (Sé Square). 
 
Additional sites included in the 6-hour tour: 
This option includes additional panoramic tour runs by the Pinacoteca Museum, Luz Station, Holy Art 
Museum and the famous Municipal Market of São Paulo (Food market). 
Visiting stops: Ibirapuera Park (Monument to the Flags and Museum of Contemporary Art - MAC), Batman 
Alley and Municipal Market of São Paulo. 
 
Additional sites included in the 8-hour tour: 
This option has additional attractions, such as the Morumbi Stadium, Jockey Club and the Estaiada Bridge 
(Suspended Bridge). 
Visiting stops: Ibirapuera (with the ascent to the Museum of Contemporary Art and stops for photos at 
the Monument to the Flags), Batman Alley, Municipal Market and Morumbi Stadium. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Options with 4 and 6 hours 

 
4 hours tour option: 
 
In this tour, we suggest a visit to some places that features a variety of 
Brazil's most remarkable contemporary art styles, broadly found on the 
streets, galleries, museums and even at the slum areas of São Paulo. The tour 
begins with a visit to one of the best-known art galleries that hosts exclusive 
works made by renowned national artists. After that, we will see some 
murals shown in an open-air area of the Batman Alley and Apprentice Alley, 
unique urban passages lined with beautiful graffiti. Then, the visitor will go 
to the Museum of Contemporary Art (MAC), rising to its terrace, which offers 
an incredible view of the Ibirapuera Park area. 
Visiting stops: Museum of Contemporary Art (MAC - Ibirapuera), Art Gallery 
and Graffiti in Vila Madalena. 
 
Additional sites included in the 6-hour tour: 
 
Optionally, visitors will be taken to a very unusual and surprising place of the city: The Casa de Pedra (the 
Stone House), built by Mestre Estevão, considered the “Brazilian Gaudi”. This nickname is due to his 
ingenious architectural work made with mosaics, recycled articles and souvenirs, attached to structures 
composed by cement and iron wires, which were raised inside his own house, located in the middle of 
Paraisópolis, the largest slum of São Paulo. 
 
Visiting stops: Museum of Contemporary Art (MAC - Ibirapuera), an iconic art gallery, graffiti in Vila 
Madalena and the Casa de Pedra. 

 

Duration: 4 hours 

 
One of the gastronomic centers of the world, São Paulo offers over 12,500 restaurants from 55 types of 
cuisine that seek to please every kind of taste. It also fills the expectations of those in search for new 
flavors and those who want to try the most typical dishes.  
This tour combines the beauty of the city's main attractions to its the flavors, as drinking a cup of Brazilian 
coffee at the Pátio do Colégio (the place where the city 
was founded), having a local drink at the highest point of 
the city, savoring a temaki at the oriental neighborhood, 
sampling a pastel with garapa (sugar-cane juice) at one 
of the city's street fairs, or enjoying the classic 
mortadella sandwich served at the Municipal Market. 
Accompanied by a bilingual guide, visitors are free to 
choose what they want to taste at each stop (drinks and 
meals not included). 
 
 



  
Duration: 05 hours 
 
Popularly known as "The City of Flowers", located 
approximately one-hour drive from São Paulo, Holambra was 
originally settled by Dutch immigrants. The city still retains 
many of its original features, both architecturally and 
economically, based predominantly on Agriculture and 
Tourism. Thus, with the help of a local guide, visitors will see 
some of its main attractions, such as the largest windmill of 
Latin America and the historic village center. The highlight of 
the tour is a visit to its beautiful flower fields, accompanied by 
a local guide to enable personal interactions with local producers. 

 

 

Duration: 5 hours  
* Available only during weekends 
 
Known as the "City of Arts", the village originally appeared 
between 1555 and 1559,  Nowadays it is internationally known 
as a place of gathering for painters, sculptors and artisans to 
exhibit their work in one of the 38 galleries, antique shops or in 
the famous Embu das Artes Fair (only available during 
weekends). The village also offers a rich food court and a space 
for shows of ornamental plants and flowers. While walking 
through winding alleys of colonial architecture, visitors learn a little more about Brazilian Art, broadly 
displayed at the Museum of Holy Art of the Jesuits. 
 

 

Duration: 8 hours  

 
Known as the "Brazilian Switzerland", Campos do Jordão offers 
many Nature, gastronomic and landscape attractions,  with visits 
to its effervescent Center (Capivari), the Morro do Elefante 
(Elephant Hill), Pico Itapeva (viewing spot) and an optional stop 
for lunch (meal not included). During the tour, it is also possible 
to visit a microbrewery called Baden Baden, a famous local beer 
brand that offers a gourmet experience. Visitors learn about the 
entire production process of a craft beer, receive tips on tasting, 
harmonization and have the opportunity to taste the famous 
Crystal and Bock beers. 

 
 
 
 



Duration: 4 hours 

 
São Paulo offers several places for shopping that suit every taste and 
pocket size. There are more than 77 malls all over the city, plus the famous 
Oscar Freire and Lorena streets, that hosts stores of the most renowned 
brands in the world. 
The city also has several places dedicated to popular trade, such as the 
famous areas of 25 de Março, José Paulino and Brás streets, attracting 
buyers from all over Brazil and abroad. In case you be interested in local 
products, the city offers specialized places that sell typical Brazilian 
products, such as marajoara pottery, souvenirs, precious stones, 
handcrafts, sport team jerseys and even the famous Brazilian Cachaça 
drink. 
 
 

 

Duration: 6 hours 

 
This tour focuses on contemporary and modern 
architecture, highlighting the famous Octavio Frias 
Bridge (suspended Bridge), the building of the University 
of Architecture & Urbanism of São Paulo and the 
Morumbi Stadium (both made by Villanova Artigas). It 
then follows to the Ibirapuera Park, in order to visit the 
Oca, the Ciccillo Matarazzo Pavilion, (both made by Oscar 
Niemeyer), the Modern Art Museum (Lina Bo Bardi), and 
the Unique Hotel which was designed by architect Ruy 
Othake. It continues to the Higienópolis neighborhood, (birthplace of modern architecture in the city), to 
see the works of award-winning architects such as Paulo Mendes da Rocha, Isay Weinfeld, Carlos Bratke 
and Franz Heep.  It also visits the Copan Building, Brazil's largest building in concrete. 
 
Visiting stops: Higienópolis, University of Architecture and Urbanism of Sao Paulo (USP), Ibirapuera Park 
and Copan building 
 
 



 

Duration: 6 hours 
 
Located 11 kilometers from downtown Campinas (about 1h15 far from São 
Paulo), Tozan Farm, with a rich historical and cultural heritage, tells many 
stories that has been preserved since 1798. It is considered a “living 
document”, retaining its original architecture, furniture, and antiques. Upon 
arrival, visitors will watch closely all the stages of coffee production, with the 
support of a cultural guide, who accompanies the groups during all the stages 
of the visit. The visit starts at the Coffee House Museum, where visitors learn 
the history of Coffee and Tozan Farm's production stages, from the making 
of seedlings to processing, roasting and grinding. Then at the Cafezal, visitors 
learn about the coffee crop with explanations and demonstrations of 
different stages of fruit ripening as well as the processes of manual and 
mechanized harvesting.  At the Pulper Station visitors watch the receiving of 
the harvested fruit, its washing and sorting according to different fruit 
ripening.  At the Drying Yard, they learn about natural and mechanical drying, followed by an external visit 
to a Senzala (Slave quarters) built in 1850, which would later house the first Italian immigrants, by then 
considered “white slaves”.  The tour will then end with a visit the highest elevation point of the farm (third 
highest of Campinas), which gives a full view of all coffee plantations, farm borders and surrounding areas. 
Of historical importance, this place is where confrontation of troops of São Paulo and Minas Gerais 
occurred during the Revolution of 1932. 

 

 
  

Duration: 8 hours 
 
Santos always held a fundamental role in the history of Brazil’s 
national economy. In this tour we will see the largest port in Latin 
America, responsible for the entry of immigrants during the 19th 
century and shipping of the famous Brazilian coffee, which has a 
special museum made in its honor, where visitors learn more about 
its economic importance and development.   
 
Afterwards, we will get to know the old city center through a brief 
ride in the historical tram and visit the famous Montserrat (viewing 
spot), where until 1946 there existed a glamorous casino.  
Alternatively, for groups of up to 13 people it is possible to go to the 
Oscar Niemeyer viewing spot, from where visitors to see the World's longest garden of seafront, with 7 
km of beaches featured along it. 
 
The tour still reserves some must-see attractions such as the Pelé Museum (created in 2014 to honor the 
greatest athlete of the 20th century) or the Memorial of Achievements of the Santos Football Club, twice 
world-champion back in the 60's. 



 
 
 

Duration: 6 hours 

 
São Paulo gathers many fans, stadiums and also some of 
the major soccer teams of Brazil. During this tour, 
passengers will do a guided visit to the Football (Soccer) 
Museum. Founded in September 2008, it hosts a rich 
collection of relics, curiosities and updates of the sport, so 
as temporary exhibitions, featured with great creativity 
and interactivity. 
The tour also includes a visit to the famous Morumbi 
Stadium home of the Sao Paulo Football Club), where 
visitors will have the opportunity to enter in one of the biggest private stadiums of Brazil and check it´s 
Trophies Room, so as the soccer field, dressing rooms, its official store and much more. 
 
* Subject to previous booking at least 3 days in advance 
  

 

  
Duration: 8 hours 
 
Discover the “Brazilian Capital of Faith". Located about 160 km away from 
São Paulo, the city received this nickname due to its religious importance. 
The city of Aparecida do Norte currently receives about 7 million pilgrims 
every year, being considered the largest religious center of Latin America. 
Besides the Basílica Nova (New Basilic), considered the second largest 
catholic church in the world (with capacity for 75.000 people), and the 
Basílica Velha (Old Basilic), built in 1745 in baroque style, the city also 
offers other attractions such as the Museum of Nossa Senhora de 
Aparecida and the Wax Museum. 
 

 

 
Lenght: 4 or 6 hours 
  
The tour begins with a brief panoramic tour around some of the most 
representative attractions of São Paulo, such as the Paulista Avenue, 
the Jardins neighborhood and old Downtown area. Afterwards, visitors 
will visit one of the coolest bars and viweing spots of the city or 
experience one of the most traditional houses of Samba and Brazilian 
popular music os São Paulo, with the possibility of including a package 
with drinks and dinner made with typical Brazilian dishes. 
 
Visiting stops: 



4 hours: Panoramic tour with stops at Monumento às Bandeiras (Ibirapuera) and Unique hotel. 
6 hours: Panoramic tour followed by visito to Unique Hotel or Brahma bar with meals, appetizers and 
drinks included. 
 
 
 

 

Duration determined by the visitor 
 
We believe that São Paulo has enough entertainment options 
to satisfy everyone's taste. 
That is the reason why we are able to offer a tailored made city tour, developed in accordance to your 
interests and profile, bringing together the best attractions that one of the largest cities in the world has 
to offer, such as art, culture, entertainment, dining, shopping, architecture and much more  
 
 

 

 
Duration: 4 hours 
 
Discover the city of São Paulo by an intimate and interactive way, getting in 
direct contact with places and people that make up its identity. The tour 
suggests a walking tour around the region of the Paulista Avenue and the 
old center of Sao Paulo, enabling access to local and peculiar places such as 
the old galleries, markets, churches.  It also includes a climb to a lookout 
and other surprising attractions, amazing even for locals. 
 

 

Duration: 4 hours 
 

 
 
The GRAFITOUR, enables visits to areas of São Paulo where the street art is more prevalent, such as the 
Beco do Batman (Batman Alley), an unusal and colored passage located at the artistic Vila Madalena 
Neighborhood, covered by many paintings made by some of São Paulo´s main artists, so as the Beco do 



Aprendiz (Aprendice Alley) and Open Museum of Urban Art, featuring many murals designed on the 
columuns of a large viaduct located in the North Zone of the city.  

*Optional: Graffiti Experience (see full description at the end of the document). 

 

Duration: 4 hours 

 
São Paulo has the second largest Jewish population of Latin America. 
On this tour, the visitor will have a summary of the history, social 
integration and the most representative sights of this culture in the 
city.  
We start this tour with an external visit to the former Jewish Cultural 
Centre (current called Unibes Cultural), an icon of the local 
architecture due to its shape, which is very similar to that of a Torah, 
the Jewish holy book. Then we will meet Higienópolis, one of the 
noblest neighborhoods of the city, with strong presence of Jews, 
where we will visit the Congregação Israelita Paulista (CIP), Latin 
America's largest Synagogue (visit subject to prior confirmation of availability) and move on to the Jewish 
Museum, currently under refurbishment. 
Continuing, we will meet the neighborhood of Bom Retiro, which housed the first Jews, who arrived in the 
late 19th century, where we will visit the Kehilat Israel Synagogue (the oldest in the State of São Paulo) 
that currently houses the Holocaust Memorial (internal visit available only from Monday to Friday). The 
tour ends at the Lasar Segall Museum, located in the home of the famous jewish painter, engraver and 
sculptor, born in Lithuania, who lived in Sao Paulo for many years. 
 
* Note: Internal visits are subject to availability confirmation for tours according to the day and time, please check before booking. 
 

 

Duration: 8 hours 

 
The tour begins with a visit to Catedral da Sé, one of the emblematic 
points of Sao Paulo, located at a main landmark of the city, a square 
with the same name. Among the many attractions of the church, we 
highlight its Crypt (tickets are not included), where the bishops and 
archbishops of Sao Paulo, as well as many important figures of 
Brazilian history, were buried. Then, we will visit São Bento Monastery, 
where the Benedictine monks live in an enclosed regimen. The 
Monastery offers daily Gregorian chant masses and there is a shop 
with articles made by the monks, such as breads, jams and traditional handcrafts as the Cross of St. 
Benedict. 
Optionally, visitors can have lunch at the Municipal Market (meals not included), where they can taste 
local and typical food, such as the traditional "mortadela" sandwich or codfish pastries, as well as try a 
great variety of exotic fruits and typical sweets. 
Afterwards, we will visit the Monastery of Luz (Mosteiro da Luz), a place founded to sheltering the 
Conceptionist Sisters, where we'll find the tomb of Frei Galvao (Beato Frei Galvão) and also the Museum 
of Sacred Art of São Paulo (Museu de Arte Sacra de São Paulo). The museum's mission is to collect, classify, 



catalog and display religious objects, such as a Neapolitan crib of the 18th century, with more than 800 
pieces. 
The tour ends with a visit to the only church of São Paulo built in Brazilian colonial style: The Church of 
Our Lady of Brazil (A Igreja de Nossa Senhora do Brasil), famous for containing various national elements 
that make up its architectural ensemble, ranging from paintings, tiles with images of animals, flowers and 
the image of the Madonna del Brasile. 
 
 

SUPER EXCLUSIVE EXPERIENCES 

Minimum Duration: 2 hours 

 
Enjoy the view of beautiful landscapes from this very especial prospective: the sky! Designed for couples, 
families and groups of up to 12 people wishing to celebrate special occasions or simply live through an 
unforgettable experience in a safe and quality adventure.  Flights depart from Boituva, or from your own 
town (option available only to groups of 12 people) - Flight subject to analysis, permission to use airspace 
and terrain conditions). 

 

 
Includes:  
 

• Breakfast; 

• Last generation hot air balloon with capacity up to 12 people and 45 minutes as a minimum 
duration; 

• Exclusive photos with GoPro camera; 

• Toasting with CHANDON Sparkling wine; 

• Adventure insurance included. 
 

* NOTE: round trip transportation to and from take-off site (to be quoted apart) 
 
Important Notes: 

• Offer available on Saturdays, Sundays and Holidays;  



• Subject to weather conditions suitable for balloon flying. 
 
 
 

 

Duration: 2 hours 
 
An unusual and unforgettable experience: while visiting a studio of a graffiti artist, located on the terrace 
of a gallery, attend a brief workshop on graffiti history and techniques. Then, the group will be able to 
choose a theme and create their own mural 
 

 

 
 
Introduction (Workshop) 
A brief history of graffiti, featuring several techniques, styles so as the use of materials and colors. 
 
Activity 
Idea development (collectively) 
Production and selection of materials to be used 
Workflow (on wall) 
Process, overlays, finishes, details 
Conclusion 

 
What is included: 
Material for usage during the activities (masks, stylets, scissors, tape, multi-color spray, paint brush and 
others).  
Drinks and appetizers 

 
NOT included: 
Transportation to and from location of experience with driver and/or bilingual guide. 



 
 
 

 

Duration: 1h30 minutes  
 
Cachaça is the official distilled drink of Brazil, and the main 
ingredient of the most famous national drink: the Caipirinha. In 
our experience tour, you will know many kinds of Cachaças from 
various regions of Brazil, aged in special wooden barrels. All this 
“takes place inside a “cachaçaria”, with two tasting trails for the 
visitor to select. 
 
 • Travelling through Brazil 
 
What makes cachaça stand out from other distilled beverages is the way in which it is aged in very special 
wooden barrels, and on this trail, you will have the pleasure of tasting more than 10 cachaças, aged in the 
most fantastic Brazilian timber, as well as in the spectacular American and French Oaks!  There will be 
much history, curiosity and discovery during the 60-minute session about the drink that is the face of 
Brazil.  
 
 •  The best cachaças of Brazil 
 
This trail offers the tasting of the top 3 Gold Category ranked cachaças, by the 2018 Board of Cachaças 
(Vale Verde, Magnífica e Companheira); the internationally acclaimed Gouveia Brasil; and the most 
famous of all Brazilian cachaças, the Havana/Anísio Santiago. There will be five 20 ml doses of five famous 
cachaças of exceptional quality - Cachaça Havana, from Salinas/MG, Cachaça Vale Verde 12 years, from 
Betim/MG - Cachaça Magnífica Reserva Soleira, from Vassouras/RJ - Cachaça Companheira Extra 
Premium 8 years - Cachaça Gouveia Brasil Extra Premium.  
Come discover the delicious world of high quality cachaças! 

 

 

 

 
Duration: 3 hours 
With the purpose of stimulating tours-by-cycle and present the main 
attractions of São Paulo, Nextour offers a new product that introduces the 
city under a different look: on two wheels. 
The tour starts in Avenida Paulista and for about 3 hours it follows the 
Historic Center of São Paulo, where cyclists can meet daily and historical 
curiosities of this great metropolis, having access to unique and exquisite 
places of exclusive access with safety and professional support. 
 
What is included: bicycle, helmet, bilingual tour guide assistance and 1 
bottle of mineral water. 



 

Duration: 15 minutes 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
Flying over São Paulo is a unique and very special experience. With departures starting from the “Campo 
de Marte” Airport, a 15 minutes flight enables passengers to see the main tourist sites in the city, like the 
Sambódromo, Allianz Park, Memorial da América Latina, Estádio do Pacaembu, the historical center of 
São Paulo, overlooking Av. Paulista and Museu do Ipiranga.  

    
*Prices and availability ON REQUEST 
 

 


